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Auto sales – slowdown likely to get deeper

Monthly Sales Estimate

We expect subdued auto numbers for June 2019 owing to weak consumer sentiments across all segments.
Consumer sentiment has suffered due to cost increase amid strict safety regulations, delay in monsoon, rural
stress, slowing economy and liquidity constraints. Hence, both rural and urban demand remained subdued.
Soaring inventory levels owing to dearth of demand has forced OEMs to schedule plant shutdowns and
production cuts in May and June. Our channel checks suggest that footfalls have dried up and only those OEMs
who have launched new models recently are getting some response from customers. Retail sales continue to
decelerate and barring few OEMs, dispatches have not been curtailed.
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In Passenger vehicles (PV), we expect Maruti Suzuki to report yet another decline in sales at 11.6% YoY owing to
demand slowdown, bi-annual maintenance shutdown for a week and additional shutdown on 7th June. For Mahindra and
Mahindra, we expect tractor sales to decline by 20% YoY on the back of low water reservoir levels in key markets and
rural stress. We expect similar trend for Escorts. M&M’s automotive segment is also likely to face the heat but the newly
launched XUV300 is expected to provide some support. Tata Motors is correcting its PV channel inventory and along with
the slowdown it’s likely to report high double digit YoY decline in PV sales. We expect its Commercial Vehicle (CV) sales
to be affected by increased fleet capacity post the Axle load norm revision and slowdown in the economy. For the same
reason, we expect Ashok Leyland and Eicher Motors’ CV sales to also decline in double digits YoY. In Two Wheelers
(2W), we expect Bajaj Auto to maintain its growth momentum, driven by its aggressive approach in the economy
segment. Its Three Wheeler sales, though, are likely to decline YoY. Hero MotoCorp is likely to be a victim of rural
slowdown and hence we expect its sales to decline by 5% YoY in June. TVS Motor’s 2W sales are expected to decline
YoY in low single digits, supported to some extent by newer models like Radeon and Jupiter variants. TVS moped sales
are expected to decline YoY. Royal Enfield sales are expected to follow the declining trend and fall by 15% YoY in June.
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Expect YoY and MoM sales decline on account of weak demand and plant
shutdowns.



In Automotive, sharp decline in UV and Pick-up sales is expected to be arrested
by XUV300 demand. Tractor sales are likely to decline due to delay in monsoon,
low water reservoir levels and drought in Maharashtra.



Expect PV sales to decline sharply as company is deliberately reducing channel
inventory. CV sales are expected to be affected by existing fleet capacity
increase due to revised axle load norms and financing constraints.



Expect single-digit YoY growth in 2W due to lower priced variants. Threewheeler and export segments to remain weak as key markets like Egypt and Sri
Lanka are not expected to recover.



Expect YoY decline in sales due to rural stress.



Expect low single digit YoY volume decline led by slowdown in 2Ws.



Expect sales to be affected by existing fleet capacity increase post axle load
norms revision and financing constraints.



Expect RE's double digit decline to continue due to lack of demand. CV sales to
be affected by axle load norm revision.
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